LASER HAIR REMOVAL

LASER HAIR REMOVAL

Achieve smooth,
touchable, hair-free skin
Developed by the pioneers of laser hair
removal technology, excel HR provides

proven results safely and effectively in under
30 minutes. Regardless of skin color or hair
type, both women and men can achieve
permanent hair reduction.

Experience

irresistibly smooth,

• Safe, non-invasive, non-surgical procedure

touchable skin

• Effective for all hair types—fine or coarse

with excel HR.

• Treats face, underarms, legs, bikini area,
men’s chest and back

Speak to your provider today!

• Continuous cooling ensures patient
comfort throughout the treatment
• Quick, easy, economical
Experience smooth, touchable skin with the
clinically proven technology of excel HR.
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Smooth,
touchable,
hair-free skin

What is excel HR?

Why are multiple treatments required?

What does it feel like?

excel HR is a premium laser specifically designed

Laser hair removal requires multiple treatments

Most patients report that laser hair removal feels

to permanently remove unwanted hair on the face

because hair grows in different phases. It’s

like a rubber band lightly snapping the skin. To

and body. excel HR is for women and men of all

necessary to repeat the treatments at the intervals

increase patient comfort and safety, excel HR

skin types—even those with tanned skin.

recommended by your provider to achieve the

offers continuous cooling before, during and

best results. Missing a treatment could mean

after each pulse. In a comparative study, 100%

missing the optimal stage of hair growth for

of patients found the excel HR to be more

removal, thereby increasing the number of

comfortable than a competitors’ laser hair

treatments required.

removal procedure.1

pulse, providing efficient, effective hair removal

What areas can be treated?

What can I expect after treatment?

treatments. Unlike older technologies that use

Due to excel HR’s superior technology and

Following your excel HR treatment you should

treatment safety, results are achievable on all

apply sun screen to the treated area and refrain

skin and hair types—dark or light, fine or coarse.

from excessive sun exposure. Your provider will

Commonly treated areas include underarms,

discuss additional post-interment care during

legs, bikini area, and men’s chest and back.

your consultation.

Why is excel HR different from other
laser hair removal technologies?
excel HR’s signature truPulse™ technology
delivers consistent and sustained energy with each

low-powered energy sources or non-optimal laser
wavelengths, excel HR uses the ideal wavelengths
and technology to achieve the safest, most
effective results for patients of all skin types.

How many treatments will I need?

excel HR can also be used to remove
unwanted hair on the face.

The total number of treatments varies based on
the area treated. Typically, 4-5 treatments spaced
6-8 weeks apart are recommended.
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